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OUTCOME SLV_D_4.1 XM-DAC-41146-SLV_D_4.1

Outcome 4.1. from SN aligned with UNSDCF Outcome 7: By 2026, people live in a more
peaceful and secure environment, in which they are better protected against
organized crime and violence in its various manifestations; They have greater access
to a fair and effective justice system, and reparation for victims and social
reintegration of people in conflict with the Law are guaranteed.

OUTCOME DETAILS

SDG alignment

Impact areas

Women, peace and security, humanitarian action and disaster risk reduction

Organizational outputs

Women’s voice, leadership and agency

Policy Marker
GENDER EQUALITY

Humanitarian Scope
No

Outcome Description

Outcome 4.1. from SN aligned with UNSDCF Outcome 7: By 2026, people live in a more
peaceful and secure environment, in which they are better protected against organized
crime and violence in its various manifestations; They have greater access to a fair and
effective justice system, and reparation for victims and social reintegration of people in
conflict with the Law are guaranteed.

 Home Our reach
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https://open.unwomen.org/
https://open.unwomen.org/pdf/our-reach


UN System Function
Capacity development and technical assistance

Support functions
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RESOURCES

$370.31 K
Planned Budget

$99.53 K
Actual Budget

PLANNED BUDGET

ACTUAL BUDGET AND SHORTFALL

EXPENSES

Funding Partners

Regular resources (Core):

Other resources (Non-Core)/ Funding Partners:

TOTAL OTHER RESOURCES (NON-CORE)
$27,006

UN Women
$72,520

Canada $2,434Canada $0Peacebuilding Fund
$24,572
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https://open.unwomen.org/partners/un-women
https://open.unwomen.org/partners/canada
https://open.unwomen.org/partners/canada
https://open.unwomen.org/partners/peacebuilding-fund


OUTCOME INDICATOR AND RESULTS PLAN PERIOD : 2022-2026

OUTCOME SLV_D_4.1

B - Baseline  M - Milestones  T - Target

OUTCOME STATEMENT INDICATOR STATEMENT YEAR BMTS REPORTED RESULT

Outcome 4.1. from SN aligned with UNSDCF
Outcome 7: By 2026, people live in a more
peaceful and secure environment, in which
they are better protected against organized
crime and violence in its various
manifestations; They have greater access to
a fair and effective justice system, and
reparation for victims and social
reintegration of people in conflict with the
Law are guaranteed.

SP_D_0.5.4

Level of influence of civil society
organizations working on gender equality
and women's empowerment, including
women’s organizations, in key normative,
policy and peace processes (CO, RO, HQ)

2021 (Baseline) 2 N/A

2022 (Milestone) TBD 2

2023 (Milestone) TBD -

2024 (Milestone) TBD -

2025 (Milestone) TBD -

2026 (Target) TBD -
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INDICATOR STATEMENT YEAR BMTS REPORTED RESULT

SP_D_4.3

Percentage of women and girls as direct
beneficiaries in coordinated humanitarian
responses (Not for unit reporting)

(Baseline) - N/A

2022 (Milestone) - 2597000

2023 (Milestone) - -

2024 (Milestone) - 2597000

2025 (Milestone) - -

2026 (Target) - -
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OUTPUT SLV_D_4.1.2

OUTCOME STATEMENT INDICATOR STATEMENT YEAR BMTS REPORTED RESULT

OUTPUT INDICATOR AND RESULTS

OUTPUT SLV_D_4.1.1

OUTCOME STATEMENT INDICATOR STATEMENT YEAR BMTS REPORTED RESULT

Culture of peace with peaceful and safe
environments for women and girls
strengthened.

SP_D_0.5.c

Number of dialogues, mechanisms,
platforms and/or coalitions created and
sustained that enable meaningful and safe
participation and engagement by gender
equality advocates and civil society
organizations working on gender equality
and women's empowerment, especially
women’s organizations, in decision-making
(CO, RO, HQ)

2021 (Baseline) 2 N/A

2022 (Milestone) 2 2

2023 (Milestone) 2 -

2024 (Milestone) 3 -

2025 (Milestone) 3 -

2026 (Target) 3 -

Planned Budget:
$839.46 K

OUTPUT STATEMENT

Actual Budget and Shortfall:
$27.27 K

Shortfall: $812.19 K

OUTPUT STATEMENT

Expenses:
$28.74 K

OUTPUT STATEMENT
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SHOWING DATA OF : 2022

Actions to strengthen capacities with civil
society organizations for humanitarian
response with a gender perspective.

SP_D_0.4.c

Number of women’s organizations with
increased capacities to deliver and/or
monitor the quality of services, resources and
goods for women in humanitarian and
development settings (CO, HQ)

2021 (Baseline) 0 N/A

2022 (Milestone) 3 10

2023 (Milestone) 5 -

2024 (Milestone) 5 -

2025 (Milestone) 5 -

2026 (Target) 5 -

STRATEGIC NOTE OUTCOME PROGRESS NOTE

Outcome 4.1. from SN aligned with UNSDCF Outcome 7: By 2026, people live in a more peaceful and secure environment, in which they are better protected
against organized crime and violence in its various manifestations; They have greater access to a fair and effective justice system, and reparation for victims
and social reintegration of people in conflict with the Law are guaranteed.

For this reporting period, the country office has continued to work on actions that promote a culture of peace to advance towards the achievement of peaceful and

Planned Budget:
$90.00 K

OUTPUT STATEMENT

Actual Budget and Shortfall:
$72.25 K

Shortfall: $17.75 K

OUTPUT STATEMENT

Expenses:
$70.79 K

OUTPUT STATEMENT
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safe environments for women. Through the implementation of the Spotlight Initiative, the capacities of the justice sector have been strengthened. In 2022, with
funding from the Canada Fund for Local Initiatives (CFLI), it supported the updating of the Institutional Gender Policy of the Office of the Human Rights Ombudsman,
i ensuring the follow-up and implementation of Resolution 1325 and the positioning of the Women, Peace and Security Agenda. Technical support has been
provided to the Foreign Ministry in the implementation and follow-up of the II National Action Plan, approved in May 2022, and the strengthening of the inter-
institutional coordination space created for this purpose (https://rree.gob.sv/el-salvador-presenta-estrategia-nacional-de-la-resolucion-1325-compromiso-
internacional-sobre-mujeres-paz-y-seguridad/). The country office has continued to promote the National Coalition on Women and Climate Change, launched in
2021 with the participation of the Embassies of Costa Rica and Canada, the Ministry of the Environment and Natural Resources, ISDEMU, and the Executive Secretariat
of the Council of Ministers of Health of Central America (COMISCA), as an area of great importance considering the country's vulnerability to the impacts of climate
change.
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